
Sexual reproduction involves the combining of an egg 

cell from a female of a species and a sperm cell from 

a male of the same species.  The egg and sperm 

each contain one copy of each chromosome, with half 

of the genetic material for the resulting offspring. In 

humans, each egg and sperm cell contains 23 

different chromosomes.  The genetic material is the 

code, or the blueprint, that determines what the 

offspring will look like (structure)  as well as how it will 

function.
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Nucleus of cell

1. Make a circle with the string. This will represent the combined cell  of the new offspring, 

specifically the nucleus.

Chromosome Number One: Male or Female

2. Make the shape of an X with two of the white craft chenilles. The egg from the female only 

carries X chromosomes and, therefore, can only provide an X to the offspring.

3. Place in cell.  

4. Male organisms have both an X and a Y chromosome so the sperm can provide either an X or 

a Y.  To determine which is carried by the sperm flip a coin:  If heads, make another X, and if 

tails, make a Y out of white craft chenilles. Place in the cell next to the original X.

5. Determine the sex of the offspring, XX = female and XY = Male.

6. Draw a diagram of the new offspring cell with labels to identify the chromosomes in the cell.  

Label the diagram: Chromosome #1:  Sex of Offspring

Chromosome Number Two: Tail Shape.  This chromosome controls the development of the shape 

of the rat’s tail. 

7. A yellow craft chenille will represent chromosome #2.

8. Take one yellow craft chenille and place in the “cell.” The father rat has a curly tail.  He carries 

two curly tail genes.  Genes, located on a chromosome, control which proteins are produced.  

The type of proteins determines what traits, such as tail shape, an organism will have. 

Organisms have pairs of each type of gene. Some traits are determined by only one gene while 

others are determined by the presence of many different pairs of genes. Since only the father 

has curly tail genes, he can only provide a curly tail gene to the offspring. Place a red bead to 

represent a curly tail shape gene on the craft chenille. 
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9. Place a second yellow craft chenille in the cell.  This represents the chromosome from the 

mother. The mother rat has a straight tail, but she carries both a straight tail gene and a curly 

tail gene. The two different genes are variants of the distinct tail shape gene.  Flip a coin to 

determine which gene variant will be provided to the offspring. If heads, she passes on straight, 

and if tails, she passes on curly.  Place a brown bead on the yellow craft chenille if the mother 

passes on a straight tail gene variant or a red bead if the curly tail gene variant is provided.

10.Draw a diagram with labels in your lab journal to identify the tail shape chromosomes.  Label 

the diagram :  Chromosome #2: Tail Shape

Chromosome Number Three: This chromosome controls the coloration of the rat’s fur.  

11.The pink craft chenille will represent chromosome #3.

12.Take one pink craft chenille and place in “cell.”

13.Both of the parents have one of each type of variant of the coloration gene, one solid coat gene 

and one spotted coat gene.  The gene being passed on by a parent is random with a 50% 

chance of either gene being passed on.  To make a random selection, toss a coin to determine 

which gene will be provided by each parent.

14.Determine the coloration gene given by the mother by flipping a coin with  heads = solid and 

tails = spotted. Place a black bead on the craft chenille in the “cell” for a solid coat and a white 

bead to represent a spotted coat. 

15.Repeat this process for the second pink craft chenille to determine the gene provided by the 

father.

16.Draw a diagram with labels in your lab journal to identify the fur color chromosomes.  Label the 

diagram:  Chromosome #3: Coloration.
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